ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL BIRPUR SUMMER VACATION
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
(SESSION: 2018-19)
CLASS-6
SUBJECT-ENGLISH
1. Learn all the work done in class work notebook.
2. Do page no. 148 - 151 in grammar book (comprehension passages)
3.Learn and write any 20 antonyms and 20 synonyms on page no 143 and make
sentences using them in your language notebooks.
4. Write paragraphs of 80 words on any five wild animals with their pictures in
scrapbook.
5. Look up five words every day from dictionary with meaning and frame sentences
by using them in a thin notebook.
SUBJECT-HINDI

SUBJECT-MATHS
NOTE: DO ALL THE QUESTIONS IN A SEPARATE THIN NOTEBOOK EXCEPT LAB MANUAL
LOGICAL THINKING

1. Solve the given puzzle boxes:-

2. Solve the following brain teaser:My brother has a summer job and earns 100 Rupees an hour. He is going to work 5 hours
a day for 5 days a week, and will do this for 5 total weeks.
a. How much money will he make in 1 week?
b. What is the total amount of money that he will earn?
3. PRACTICE TIME:Solve all the ‘TRY THESE’ questions of Chapters – 1, 2, 3 from
NCERT.
4.LAB ACTIVITY ( DO THIS IN THE LAB MANUAL):Do activities 1, 2 and 3 given
in the army edition lab manual.

5.INVESTIGATIVE PROJECT:Collect the phone numbers of your parents and relatives
(any 5) ,write down its number names in Indian system and International system of
numeration. Also write down the current population of any five countries including India
and name it in International system of numeration.

SUBJECT-SCIENCE
1. Make notes of lesson 1,2,3,4 and form their questions (10 questions from each
lesson) in note making copy.
2 In scrap book paste
a.
Two pictures each of herbivore, carnivore and omnivore.
b.
One picture of each part of the plant we eat.
c.
Weaved paper mat of two coloured paper strips.
d.
One transparent, one translucent and one opaque object
3 Prepare a balanced diet chart of a twelve year old child with food items which are
not expensive and are commonly available in your area. Find out a case of
malnutrition which you come across and write the deficient nutrient and the
symptoms of it. Do this work on A4 sheets and stick it in your scrap book.
4 Name 10 plants of your garden in your scrap book.
5. Every evening water the plants in your garden.
SUBJECT- SOCIAL SCIENCE
1) Make a model on
a) Different types of tools used by hunter gatherers. (Roll number 1 to 15)
b) Solar system.(Roll number 16 to 30)
c) National symbols.(Roll number 31 to 50)
2) Write 10 interesting facts about planets.
3) Visit nearby Gram Panchayat and write the functioning of the Panchayat.
4) Revise and make 10 questions each from all the covered chapters in a thin
note book.

SUBJECT- SANSKRIT

SUBJECT-COMPUTER
1. Create PowerPoint presentation on Input Devices, Output Devices, Storage
Devices.
2. Create PowerPoint presentation on Processing Devices.
3. Create a word file and write about how you spent your vacations containing
watermark, date, time, header, footer and photograph?
Presentations and word file should be stored in a single CD.

HAVE A WONDERFUL VACATION….

